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Pondering Enrique Loedel’s 1948 symmetrical spacetime chart whose angle’s sine reflects scaled velocity between
inertial reference frames, led in 2004 to a most curious discovery: Angles of a unit sines law ratio spherical
triangle geometricise relativistic velocity composition. Overlooked in a paper by Einstein’s colleague Sommerfeld
and kept under wraps until publication of a recent book, the germane criterion points to a seemingly unknown
hemispherical ‘hemix’ spiral which encapsulates the Gudermannian relating a fixed thrust rocket’s velocity and
clocked own-time. This opens new avenues for analysing relativistic noninertial length contexts whereby hemixgenerated real-metric | ‘own-surfaces’ visualisable in 3 are corroborated by radar path attributes, oddly a
strategy unexploited in relativity. The Euclidean models epitomise not only Born’s (one off) ‘rigid motion’ but also
non-Minkowski extended medium acceleration scenarios such as the previously unresolved Bell’s spaceships problem where the ± [+++ ] signature is misplaced, increment ‘own-lines’ and radar paths turn out to be nongeodesics, and Gauss curvature remains the same along each shared own-time likewise nongeodesic ‘medium
curve’.

Introduction
This paper further generalises two 2016/2017 papers—[1,2]—which interpreted Born’s ‘rigid motion’ (‘rigor mortis’ acceleration) and
Bell’s spaceships problem (also known as ‘Bell’s string paradox’) on the
basis of real i.e. non-Minkowski differential geometry in one spatial and
one temporal dimension, thereby corroborating remonstrations by
other authors such as [3,4], of endemic misapplication of Minkowski
spacetime in accelerating extended medium contexts.
The initial section briefly expounds the hitherto surprisingly wholly
overlooked link between spherical triangles and relativistic velocity
composition which offers v isual i nsights i nto c onstant own-(‘proper’)
acceleration1 increments of an extended medium.
This is followed by derivations of corresponding general equations
for radar transit intervals, home and comoving frame time and distance
dispersals, the medium’s intrinsic noninertial own-lengths, and the associated surfaces’ differential real-metrics. These relationships are then
contrasted for three special cases: ‘rigor mortis’ acceleration (‘rigid
motion’), ‘pseudo-rigor mortis’ acceleration, and, most significantly, the
homogeneously accelerating medium which by virtue of the equivalence
principle approximately replicates ‘the static gravitational field’ case
referred to but not actually resolved in a 1912 paper by Einstein [5].

The final sections discuss several still prevalent SR and GR anomalies
which, though partly appreciated by some physicists such as Callahan
[6], do not appear to have been consequentially addressed in the literature and accordingly have remained to date largely misunderstood.
Relativity’s differential s pherical t riangle a nd i ts l ateral arc
For a ‘unit thrust’ rocket (‘own-acceleration’ felt by passengers) with
clocked own-time scaled for unit limit speed, comoving frame speed
u 1. . Hence relativistic velocity composition
increase is
v+1.
v + v 1 + v . 1 . yields

dv / d = 1

v2

i. e.

v = tanh .

(1)

Relating, in Fig. 1, arcsin(v ) as vertex M’s colatitude angle i.e.
( [7]) sin = v = tanh ,2 we consider centre angles of unit sines law
ratio spherical triangle HMN as the rocket’s initial velocity sine angle ,
and, after a
period, final angle +
. From
differential angle
Persian astronomer Abu’l-Wafa Buzjani’s 10th century sines law ( [8]),
the sines ratio of respective opposite centre and surface angles are equal
and, if one, M’s obtuse surface angle must equal the supplement of its
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= arcsin(tanh ) is the Gudermann function gd ( ) .
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Fig. 2. ‘Hemix’ spiral H.

r = sin = v = tanh
and
elevation
Cylindrical
radius
z = cos = 1/ = 1/cosh . Hemispherical curve H1 has further mathematical properties described in [2].6
A ‘hybrid’ accelerating medium category
Fig. 1. Differential relativity triangle.

The familiar equations relating home frame time and distance of a
fixed own-thrust rocket with own-time , are (with times scaled for
unit limit speed):

opposite centre angle at O. Assuming a unit radius sphere, from the
geometry3 we obtain for incremental velocity:

v

1.

Therefore

cos cos( +

)
v2

dv / d = 1

sin2 ) =

(1

(1

t = sinh

v 2 ).

and
(2)

i.e. v = tanh .

4
As expounded in [9], we consider an infinitude of cascaded unit
sines law ratio spherical triangles as angle increments become ever
smaller. Differential lateral arc segments corresponding to rocket clock
own-time intervals thereby form a smooth continuous hemispherical
curve as in Fig. 2.5 By virtue of Eqs. (1) and (2), rocket own-time
= 0 d equals the curve’s path length as well as its swept longitude
and = arcsinv is its colatitude. Such has not been evident in the literature (e.g. Sommerfeld 1909 [10]) until a recent book [9,11]. We allocate this seemingly unknown ‘HEMIX OWN-LINE’ a special symbol:

H1= R [1, , ] =

r z

v, ,

1

=

r z

tanh , ,

1
cosh

=

xyz

= cosh

,

x = cosh

1,

(4)
(5)

( t ) 2 = 1.

As already described in [1], our scenario involves two rockets
launched a distance L 1 apart, with home frame observer clocks and
rocket clocks synchronised. Scaling times and lengths so that rear
rocket own-thrust r as well as c are one, we label the ‘reference’ rear
rocket’s own-time as . An extended medium between the rockets
comprises increments i with launch separation li from the unit thrust
rear rocket, each assumed to have its own ‘minuscule rocket’ as well as
being ‘in the limit’ of zero mass. Hence no inter-increment forces or
delays are entailed. Each increment accelerates at

The ‘hemix’ spiral: a unit thrust rocket’s ‘own-line’

HEMIX

,

THE HYPERBOLIC WORLD-LINE EQUATION

( x + 1) 2

A differential unit radius unit sines law ratio spherical triangle’s lateral
arc equals its longitude
and represents a unit thrust rocket’s own-time
differential
. This relationship can be exploited in several important
ways.

, v = tanh

i

(6)

= 1/(1 + li . J ),

with ‘CASE

PARAMETER’ CONSTANT

1

J

1.

‘Absent’ Radar intervals
In home frame spacetime charts as in Figs. 3, 5 and 7, from (4) the

tanh cos , tanh sin ,

1
cosh

.

(3)

unit own-thrust rear rocket’s hyperbolic world-line coordinates are
[x r , tr ] = [cosh
1, sinh ]. A fixed own-thrust f front rocket has its
launch event at [L , 0] and coordinates

3
A tangent to HJN is perpendicular to NO. Also NKF is perpendicular to HO.
Angles JNK and HON both equal +
. Differential velocity v is obtained by
rotating point M about axis OH through ‘door’ angle
to point J on arc HJN,
and dropping a perpendicular onto point K on perpendicular NKF which equals
velocity v + v .
4
Own-line/own-surface are INTRINSIC, world-line/world-surface EXTRINSIC terms.
5
Graphics using PoVRay freeware: Raytracer Ltd. Victoria, Australia.http://
www.povray.org.

[L + x f , t f ] = [L + (cosh

f f

1)/ f , (sinh

f f )/ f ].

(7)

6
Reminiscent of Nuñes 1537 loxodromes, curve H1 seems to be absent in the
literature such as Davies’ 1834 treatise [12] on spherical curves or Yates 1947
Handbook on Curves [13].
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Fig. 4. Rigor mortis hemicoidal own-surface.
Fig. 3. Home frame world-surfaces’ hyperbolic world-lines of a rigor mortis
mediums’ increments with diagonal radar trajectories and fixed-velocity loci.

A real-metric own-surface and its curve progressions
Using (3) and (4), we define a scaled hemix H on a radius 1/ i
hemisphere tracing a fixed i thrust increment’s own-time i = / i
i.e. proportional to rear rocket’s own-time . This can be expressed in
spherical and cartesian coordinates respectively (dropping i suffixes) as:

A ‘radar photon’ emitted at rear rocket’s own-time = sinh 1 tr has
1. Reflected by the front rocket at its
emission coordinate x r = cosh
own-time

f

L + xf = L +

=

sinh 1 f tf

and

f

cosh f f

1

f

reflection

coordinate

, the photon travels at unit limit speed in the

home frame so (L + x f )

SCALED HEMIX H =

tr . (6) then yields.

x r = tf

FORWARD TRANSIT EQUATION

/(1 + LJ )

(1 + LJ ) e

=e

L (1

/(1 + LJ )

=e

L (1

(9)

J ).

From (8) and (9): [e
Hence.

L (1

J )] = (1 + LJ ) 2/[e

L (1

J )].

=

FORWARD RADAR INTERVAL

= ln

1

r z [(1

+ lJ )tanh ,

± l (1

= [(1 + lJ )tanh cos( ± l (1

(1 + LJ )2
L (1 J ) e

+ L (1

J )e

.

, ,
1
cosh

/ .

(15)

As in Figs. 4, 6 and 8, we envisage surfaces
where each increment’s own-time
is traced by a hemix curve’s path length
= / = (1 + lJ ) . Each such ‘own-surface’ is generated by raising or
lowering each increment l’s scaled hemix vertically by ± l (1 |J |) ,
depending on whether constant J is positive or negative, and rotating it
about the vertical axis by the same factor. Expressed in cylindrical and
cartesian coordinates: OWN-SURFACE

The reflected photon meets rear rocket r at home time tr = sinh
1, over equal distance and time inand home position x r = cosh
tf . This yields REVERSE TRANSIT EQUATION
tervals (L + x f ) x r = tr

(1 + LJ ) e

1

= tanh cos , tanh sin ,

(8)

J ).

R

(1 + lJ )tanh sin( ± l (1

(10)

|J|),

1 + lJ
cosh

± l (1

|J|)]

± l (1

|J |)].

|J |)),
|J |)),

1 + lJ
cosh

(16)

Home and comoving frames’ shared space and time dispersals
For any v = tanh(

f

f)

= tanh , (4), (6) and (7) yield the rockets’.

HOME FRAME SHARED VELOCITY TIME DISPERSAL

T

tf

tr =sinh . (1 + JL)

sinh = v (1 + JL)

v = v JL ,
(11)

and

D

HOME FRAME SHARED VELOCITY DISTANCE DISPERSAL

(L + x f )

xr = L + (cosh
= L (1 + J (

1)(1 + JL)

(cosh

1)
(12)

1)).

Lorentz transformations yield
COMOVING FRAME SHARED VELOCITY DISTANCE DISPERSAL

T

[ T

v D]= [v JL

vL (1 + J (

1))] =

vL (1

J ),
(13)

and

L

Fig. 5. Home frame world-lines of a pseudo rigor mortis mediums’ increments,
radar trajectories and fixed-velocity loci.

COMOVING FRAME SHARED VELOCITY DISTANCE DISPERSAL

[ D

v T ]= [L (1 + J (

1))

v 2J L] = L [ (1

J ) + J ].
(14)
3
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‘RIGOR

MORTIS’ RADAR INTERVAL

(21)

= 2ln(1 + L) = 2ln(1/ f ).

The rigor mortis accelerating medium’s radar intervals are constant.
Substituting L = 0.57 and af = 1/(1 + L) = 0.637 in (21) and dividing
by 3 /32 yields 3.063. This unchanging radar period is manifest metrically
on the rigor mortis own-surface. Using (16) we obtain the
RIGOR MORTIS MEDIUM’S OWN-SURFACE

= [tanh cos , tanh sin , 1/cosh ](1 + l).

RM

(22)

Since ( ) = 1 and T = 0 , we replace dl by d and (1 + lJ ) d by d
in (20) to obtain the
RIGOR MORTIS MEDIUM’S OWN-SURFACE REAL-METRIC
2
dsRM
=d

Fig. 6. Pseudo-rigor mortis hemicoidal own-surface.

Surface

’s

d
d

=

and l derivatives confirm own-time

INCREMENT CURVES’ PATH LENGTH

| |=| |

| |
=
1 + lJ

1
cosh4

+ tanh2

and yield what we term

( )

SHARED VELOCITY EXPANSION FACTOR

=

tanh2 [J 2 + (1 + lJ )2 (1
Also we label

= ( ). l and
Own-surface

|J |)2] + [

sinh2
cosh4

+

± (1

SHARED VELOCITY ‘OWN-LENGTHS’

|J |)]2 .

(17)

(18)

as
(19)

= ( ). L.

PRM

cosh
(1 + lJ )sinh
J
dz =
d + cosh
cosh2
Accordingly OWN-SURFACE

(

ds 2 = dr 2 + r 2d

2

= tanh cos , tanh sin ,

1
cosh

(1

l),

(24)

PSEUDO-RIGOR MORTIS RADAR INTERVAL

’s real-metric

From cylindrical coordinates Eq. (16):
1 + lJ
dr =
d = d ± (1
2 d + J tanh . dl ,

± (1
’s

)

= ln
|J |) dl and

and

|J |) dl .

+ dz 2 = (1 + lJ )2d

|J |)(1 + lJ ) (1 + lJ )tanh2

,

(25)

2

(26)

+ dl2.

The ‘rigor mortis’ scenarios will be further elaborated upon in [15].

2

|J |) 2 ±

(1 L) 2
+ 2Le
1 2Le

PSEUDO-RIGOR MORTIS REAL-METRIC

2
dsPRM
=d

METRIC INTERVAL

+ J 2 + (1 + (1 + lJ ) 2tanh2 )(1
± 2(1

vL; D = L (2
); T = 2 vL; L =
ForJ = 1: ( ) = 1; T =
L (2
1) . This (perhaps previously unknown) case ‘mirrors’ the rigor
mortis scenario. Rear and front rocket distance dispersions between
events occurring at respective identical home frame velocities, always
equal the fixed launch length. Such events however do not simultaneously share comoving frames due to the associated time disparity T
which, curiously, is exactly twice the shared velocity home frame time
disparity T .
Eqs. (16) and (10) (since = (1 l) ), (20) reduce respectively to:
PSEUDO-RIGOR MORTIS OWN-SURFACE

| l|

J
cosh

(23)

+ d 2.

Special case II: ‘Pseudo-rigor mortis’ acceleration

as.

1,

2

Special case III: uniform acceleration—‘Bell’s string paradox’

2J (1 |J |)
dl 2
cosh

sinh
cosh2

d . dl.

In accordance with Einstein’s equivalence principle, the unit thrust
medium J = 0 case may be approximately idealised by dust particles in a
uniform gravity field, assuming inter-particle attractions to be comparatively negligible. Such a medium’s hyperbolic world-lines are
shown in Fig. 7’s home frame chart, with trajectories of photons emitted
from the rear rocket and reflected back from the identically accelerating
front rocket. Vertical fixed-velocity loci represent the medium at equal
= 3 /32 . In this case the rear rocket’s ownrocket own-time intervals
time need not be underlined, since both rockets share the same time in
comoving noninertial ‘proxy’ frames, as described in [9,11].
L), so for a photon emitted at
From transit Eq. (8), e = 1/(e
rocket time = ln(1/ L) , reflection time = . As a unit thrust medium’s shared own-time approaches infinity, the ‘horizon’ photon’s
path tends to ‘surf’ the front rocket i.e. get ever closer to it at nearly
zero relative speed, without ever reaching it. A unit thrust medium’s rear
rocket-emitted nonreflected photon trajectories ‘surf’ intermediate increment
curves in the limit.
From (10) (for < ln(1/ L) ),
UNIT THRUST MEDIUM’S RADAR INTERVAL

(20)

Next we envisage how relationships (2)–(20) apply to specific cases
traditionally treated in relativity literature in somewhat convoluted
ways (to say the least).
Special case I: ‘Rigor mortis’ acceleration—‘Born rigidity’
We redesignate ‘Born rigid motion’ [14] as ‘rigor mortis acceleration’
(‘rigid motion’ having a different meaning in differential geometry).
1
Applying ( [1]) THE ‘RIGOR MORTIS’ CONDITION = 1 + l i.e. J = + 1, from
(18) and (11)–(14): ( ) = 1; in the home frame T = v L and
D = L ; and, especially notable, L = L and T = 0 in shared comoving frames. Fig. 3’s home frame world-surface and Fig. 4’s ownsurface show rigor mortis increment world-lines and own-lines respectively for the rear and front rockets and intermediate medium increments.
In Fig. 4 fixed-velocity loci sharing comoving inertial frames appear
as constant length L straight lines radially distributed at colatitude
angle = arcsinv and spread along the own-surface at rear rocket own3 /2 . (10) reduces to
= 3 /32 for 0
time intervals

= ln[L + 1/(e

L)]

.

(27)

Fig. 8 shows a mapping of Fig. 7’s curves onto the helicoidal own-

4
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Fig. 7. Unit thrust medium’s home frame world-surface.

Fig. 8. Increment, medium and radar curves on unit thrust own-surface and its Gauss map.

surface generated by hemix curve H1, as described in [9] and earlier7 at
[16]. For L = 0.5548, 0 = 0 and
radar periods
1 = 3 /32 ,
3
3
0
0 = 32 ·3.497 and 1
1 = 32 ·4.977 , as metrically manifest in Fig. 8.
Contrary to wide consensus, ‘radar distance’ between identically accelerating
rockets is not constant. THE SECOND POSTULATE DOES NOT APPLY. Eqs. (11)–(14)
vL; L = L . In the emergent shared
yield: T = 0; D = L; T =

7
Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft 2012 Spring Conference
Göttingen:http://www.dpg-verhandlungen.de/year/2012/conference/
goettingen/part/gr/session/4/contribution/4.

comoving ‘proxy’ frames, from (18)
NONINERTIAL OWN-LENGTH
UT

= L.

/ l = L 1 + tanh2

l

= ( )=

= L 1 + v2 .

1 + tanh2 . Hence
(28)

As ‘viewed’ from such frames, as long as the medium accelerates, a
unit thrust medium never reaches the square root of two times its launch
length. Numerous papers, even recent ones such as [17], allege otherwise. From (16):

in

5
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Unit thrust own-surface

UT (

Rindler’s simplistic ‘presentism’—a textbook misapprehension

, l)
(29)

= [tanh cos( + l), tanh sin( + l), l + 1/cosh ].
Own-surface

UT ’s

For observers in each comoving frame, shared velocity increment
events in the rigor mortis case are simultaneous ( T = 0 ) but at differing
increment own-times. In the unit thrust case such events have identical
but are observed as nonsimultaneous
increment own-times
vL ). The respective comoving frames must therefore be con( T=
sidered as having DUAL ROLES—as inertial as well as ‘noninertial’ frames.
Incognisant of such ‘non-presentisms’ (carefully outlined in 1968 by
Brehme in [25, Figs. 5–11, p.80]), Rindler’s 2001/2006 Relativity, Special, General and Cosmological ([26, Exercise 3.24]) wrongly implied
that such an accelerating medium’s length is = L which in fact is the
comoving frame’s ASYNCHRONOUS spatial dispersal value L . A rare challenge to Rindler’s quite naïve yet continually widely upheld misrepresentation was Russian physicist Stanislav Podosenov’s apt comment
communicated in 2009 ( [9,2,27]): “…since Einstein correct determination of physical space distance in arbitrary limp accelerated continuums
does not exist.”.

Gauss curvature and real-metric

Determinants g and B of (29)’s 1st and 2nd fundamental forms are
independent of launch separation parameter l. Their ratio yields surface
UT ’s GAUSS CURVATURE K along fixed- medium curves ([18] pp.50–52):
1ST FUNDAMENTAL FORM DETERMINANT

g = 1 + 2tanh3 /cosh ,
2ND

B=

(30)

FUNDAMENTAL FORM DETERMINANT

2cosh6 + (3sinh

3)cosh4
g cosh8

5cosh2 sinh + 2sinh

,

(31)

GAUSS CURVATURE

K=

B
2cosh6 + (3sinh
=
g

3)cosh4
5cosh2 sinh + 2sinh
.
g2 cosh8

Minkowski ambivalences—partly acknowledged

(32)

Referring to “the customary theory of relativity”, the 1913 EinsteinGrossmann paper [28] discussed a “Material Point” (§1) using Minkowski’s metric and reduced the gµ tensor to diagonal form (§2). Yet in
the context of “Continuously Distributed Incoherent Masses” (§4), Einstein
then deployed the ds 2 = d 12 + d 22 + d 32 d 42 metric as a hypothesis.
This was intimated in 2004 by Brown and Pooley in Minkowski space–time:
a glorious non-entity [3]8:“It is argued that Minkowski space–time cannot
serve as the deep structure within a ‘constructive’ version of the special theory
of relativity, contrary to widespread opinion in the philosophical community.”.
In a 2011 paper A turning point on Einstein’s way to General Relativity [4]9
(as already mentioned in [1]), Blum, Renn et alia wrote: “…the approximate coordinate transformation Einstein had used seemed to be merely an
auxiliary construction, corresponding to a very special case.”.
The same as rigor mortis real variables metric (23) and pseudo-rigor
mortis metric (26)--except for a sign reversal, Minkowski’s pseudo-Eu2
= d 2 d 2 is valid for these two extended accelclidean metric dsMM
erating medium cases only. It was used in 2003 by Woodhouse [29] to
very elaborately (pp.110–115) derive, implicitly, the rigor mortis—Born’s ‘rigid motion’—condition i = 1/(1 + li ) treated in the present
paper’s above Section 4: Special case I.
Nevertheless, and regardless of the above, curves on any imagined
spacetime-based uniform expansion own-surface—Minkowski or otherwise—would necessarily embody a host of crucial criteria:

As Faber also recalls, K equals the inverse ratio (in the limit) of a
parameterised surface’s area and its corresponding spherical Gauss map
image which is placed at the bottom of Fig. 8. Replacing dl by
d / 1 + tanh2 , (20) yields.
OWN-SURFACE UT ’S REAL-METRIC
2
dsUT
=d

2

+d

2

+ 2tanh

tanh

1/cosh

1 + tanh2

d .d .

(33)

A century of relativistic meanderings
Originating from the 2004 spherical triangles discovery (2), the
above straightforward Euclidean insights appear to be without precedent (prior to [1,2,9]) in a relativity literature permeated by pseudoEuclidean geometry. Conceivably, this reflects David Bohm’s 1965 observation [19]: “Just because of the very breadth of its implications …the
theory of relativity has tended to lead to a certain kind of confusion in which
truth is identified with nothing more than that which is [apparently] convenient and useful.”.
Several misconstrued ‘present tense’ approaches in relativity dynamics literature were challenged by the present author in 2005/2006
European Journal of Physics papers [20,21] and in [9] §9.3–4. Other
historically entrenched anomalies which relate to this paper’s extended
accelerating medium topic, are also worthy of mention.

1. Fixed-l ‘increment curves’ must be congruent, helicoidally distributed, and trace own-time .
2. Fixed- ‘medium curves’ must be helical by virtue of expansion
homogeneity, and must encounter respectively identical Gauss
curvatures along their lengths.
3. Independent radar paths must be ‘helically parallel’ i.e. cross helical
medium curves at respectively identical angles and geodesic curvatures (if nonzero).
4. Nonreflected radar paths must ‘surf’ corresponding ‘horizon’ increment curves, in accordance with forward transit Eq. (8) (for J = 0 ).
5. A reflected radar path will traverse a ‘limit horizon’ medium curve
‘instantaneously’, in accordance with reverse transit Eq. (9) ( [9],
chapter 21).
6. Rocket radar periods must metrically correspond to interval Eq. (27).

The second postulate still crassly misinterpreted
In 1912 Einstein asserted “the principle of the velocity of light is valid
…for space-time regions of constant gravitational potential” ([5, p.355])
but in his 1916 classic The Foundation of the General Theory of Relativity
([22] §2), he backtracked: “the principle of the constancy of the velocity of
light in vacuo must be modified”—a disclaimer mentioned in Earman and
Glymour’s 1978 paper Lost in the Tensors [23]. Yet a much cited 1987
American Journal of Physics paper ([24] p.255) surprisingly stated a
priori: “the elapsed [radar interval] time …should be constant.” (That paper’s two year review duration suggests AJP editors may have been
under the same misconception.) Nevertheless it is immediately evident
from Fig. 7’s simple chart (also shown in [1]) that ‘radar distance’ between identical rockets varies.
Many physicists view this as an inadmissible rebuttal of the (in this
case inapplicable) second postulate, a modern-day ptolemaic fiasco
(parodied in [9]’s PROLOGUE) curiously compounded by conspicuous
absence in the literature of inter-rocket two-way radar trajectories.

The above corroborations of own-surface UT ’s unique epitomisation
of the unit thrust extended medium were presented in [2,9] and, partly,
8
9

6

http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/1661/1/Minkowski.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/andp.201100705
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earlier in [16]. As further highlighted in [9,11],10 surface Eq. (33)’s
mixed differential metric coefficient rules out any “non-singular quadratic form appropriate to Einstein’s relativity” envisaged by Synge in his
1956 special relativity classic [30]. UT ’s real-metric matrix is nondiagonal and Minkowski’s 4-vector signature is thereby inapplicable.
Where general relativity is concerned, Callahan’s 2000 book testimony in The Geometry of Spacetime [6] is also worth recalling: “Spacetime with gravity does not obey the laws of Minkowski geometry.”.

Confusedly wrangled over since 1959 in books and papers such as
[37,38,24,26], the uniformly accelerating extended medium uniquely
epitomised by Fig. 8’s real-metric own-surface UT approximates, by
his equivalence principle, Einstein’s ‘Pandora’s box’ special case.

Paralleling Gauss’s Theorema Egregium
Congruent and helicoidally distributed, hemix curves tracing increment clock times are crossed by shared own-time helices representing a medium’s homogeneously expanding own-lengths. Each
such helix path encounters constant Gauss curvature as well as constant
geodesic curvature along its length.
Of primary significance, surface UT ’s helically parallel yet ‘independent’ noncongruent radar trajectories metrically reflect forward
and reverse radar intervals which, though hitherto strangely absent in
the literature, are quite easily established. These manifold intrinsic
metric surface properties markedly parallel Gauss’s famous 1827 correlation of a surface’s extrinsically perceivable curvatures with its intrinsically expressible metric parameters.
On the other hand, the nonzero geodesic curvatures of all three sets
of trajectories are the antithesis of standard literature spacetime paradigms. Accordingly, leaving aside Minkowski spacetime geometry’s
conventional rôle in particle physics, it appears fitting to conclude with
an evidently widely unwelcome observation:

Nongeodesic ‘free particle’ curves, medium own-lines and radar
paths
As shown in [9], own-surface UT ’s radar paths (in Fig. 8 yellow/
green, plotted using transit Eqs. (8) and (9)) as well as its increment—‘free particle’—hemix own-lines (blue), are nongeodesics, as
indeed are ‘medium curves’ (red fixed-velocity loci) even though the
latter are actually helices. The same applies to radar trajectories and
increment own-lines on the rigor mortis real-metric surface which, incidentally, has zero Gauss curvature throughout. Very significantly, rigor
mortis surface radar path geodesic curvatures always equal 1/ 2 .
( isometric own-surfaces in [9,11]’s Figs. 18.3 and 18.4. The latter is
identical to above Fig. 4.) Moreover, although noncongruent, the unit
thrust own-surface’s radar paths share a key characteristic with helicoidally distributed congruent increment hemix curves. Both sets of
curves cross each fixed- helical medium curve at respectively equal
angles. Radar paths are thus likewise ‘helically parallel’ and manifest
identical nonzero geodesic curvatures irrespective of differing radar
emission times.
By implication, current literature on envisioned rôles of spacetime
geodesics for extended media is therefore open to question. For example in Hartle [31] (chap. 8), in Stephani [32] (p.99) and [33], and in
d2x µ

Where extended accelerating media are concerned—a nontopic in
Naber’s 1992/2010 The Geometry of Minkowski Spacetime [39], the
rampant traditional deployment of the 4-vector ± [+++ ] ‘signature’ arguably constitutes a deeply ingrained blunder of potentially epic proportions.
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